ABSTRACT

PT. Panarub Industry which is a manufacturer of sport shoes for the world brand Adidas have their own supplier selection process called Supplier Certification Program or SCP. Every beginning of the month, the monthly SCP report contains summary of suppliers’ delivery data for the previous month is being made. Also in that report, a score defined from supplier performance formula is included. From that report, PT. Panarub Industry will summarize for Adidas a supplier performance report to be used in Adidas’ supplier selection process every year. Supplier that qualified by the selection process will be appointed as a Nominated Supplier and taking part in Adidas shoes production for the following year. In order to produce good quality sport shoes for the world brand Adidas, on time delivery and good condition of materials ready for production process are really necessary. This research will compare some measurable variables from materials delivery data and will try to show what variable that should be consider as the significant factor that influence suppliers’ performance in Supplier Certification Program. Research shows that new variables can be used for Supplier Certification Program in PT. Panarub Industry are PO to Receive Lead Time, Order Values, and Claim Values.
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